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ABSTRACT: Biophysical cues, such as nanotopographies of
extracellular matrix (ECM), are key cell regulators for direct cell
reprogramming. Therefore, high-throughput methods capable of
systematically screening a wide range of biophysical cue-
regulated cell reprogramming are increasingly needed for tissue
engineering and regenerative medicine. Here, we report the
development of a dynamic laser interference lithography (DIL)
to generate large-scale combinatorial biophysical cue (CBC)
arrays with diverse micro/nanostructures at higher complexities
than most current arrays. Using CBC arrays, a high-throughput
cell mapping method is further demonstrated for the systematic
investigation of biophysical cue-mediated direct cell reprogram-
ming. This CBC array-based high-throughput cell screening
approach facilitates the rapid identification of unconventional hierarchical nanopatterns that induce the direct reprogramming
of human fibroblasts into neurons through epigenetic modulation mechanisms. In this way, we successfully demonstrate DIL
for generating highly complex CBC arrays and establish CBC array-based cell screening as a valuable strategy for
systematically investigating the role of biophysical cues in cell reprogramming.
KEYWORDS: dynamic interference lithography, combinatorial nanoarrays, hierarchical nanostructures, cell reprogramming, stem cells

Although direct cell reprogramming holds great
potential for cell-based tissue engineering and
regenerative medicine, realizing its full therapeutic

potential requires more precise control of cell fate and a
systematic understanding of the corresponding cellular
responses to the surrounding microenvironments.1−3 Direct
cell reprogramming is typically regulated by dynamic
interactions between multiple microenvironmental signals
and alterations in the epigenetic landscape.4 However, the
function of the cell microenvironments on epigenetic
regulation of gene pathways to control cell fate or
reprogramming is quite complicated, making it difficult to
predict, track, and engineer.5 For example, there are three types
of signals in cell microenvironments: soluble cues, cell−cell
interactions, and insoluble/biophysical cues. Among them,
insoluble/biophysical cues, such as geometry, topography, and
elasticity of the extracellular matrix (ECM), have been
identified as critical regulators for determining cell behaviors,
including adhesion, differentiation, migration, and reprogram-
ming.6−13 Nevertheless, the predictive, trackable, and quanti-
tative investigation of the functions of biophysical cues on

specific cell reprogramming processes has not been well
established, which is primarily attributed to the intrinsically
high heterogeneity and complexity of biophysical signaling
pathways.14−16 For instance, a wide range of 0D, 1D, 2D, and
hierarchical micro/nano topographies and geometries have
been discovered in natural (e.g., collagen fibers) and synthetic
(e.g., polymer nanofibers) ECMs (Figure S1).17,18,19 Even
slight variations within these ECM structures can cause
significantly different outcomes during cell reprogramming.11

However, assays for systematically studying the sophisticated
cellular responses to many biophysical cues, especially those
associated with complex ECM structures, still require further
development.20−22 Thus, there is a clear need for a more
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reliable method to investigate biophysical cues thoroughly and
identify optimal biomaterial conditions for various biomedical
applications; having the ability to comprehensively map cell-
ECM interactions at different scales and complexities will also
help us better understand the functions of biophysical signaling
pathways on cell reprogramming.
To this end, we developed a dynamic interference

lithography (DIL)-based method to generate combinatorial
biophysical cue (CBC) arrays for predicting biophysical cue-
mediated cell reprogramming (Figure 1a). Specifically, our
CBC array platform contains a wide range of microscale and
nanoscale topographies spanning from subhundred nanome-
ters to tens of microns. Additionally, this large number of
topographies can be readily “indexed” based on their locations
on the substrate for convenient tracking of cell−ECM
interactions. Unlike conventional ECM screening platforms,
our CBC array can be generated in a high-throughput manner
(e.g., forming thousands of ECM topographies in a few
minutes) by developing a mask-free DIL technique (Figure

1b). Using this CBC array and combining it with high content
cell screening, we demonstrated the mapping of biophysical
cue-directed cell behaviors for facilitating the prediction of
optimal nanotopographies out of numerous sophisticated
ECM structures, including various combinations of micro/
nano hierarchical topographies, for direct cell reprogramming
(Figure 1b).
Additionally, given the considerable potential of neuronal

reprogramming, we focused on identifying optimal biophysical
cues to induce transdifferentiation of somatic cells (i.e.,
fibroblasts) into neurons in a proof-of-concept demonstra-
tion.23,24 For this purpose, an unconventional hierarchical
nanopattern that rapidly converts human fibroblasts into
neurons was first identified by CBC array-based cell screening;
then, a method was further established to generate hierarchical
nanopatterns to validate this observation. Moreover, we sought
to understand the underlying biophysical signaling by
correlating chromatin opening, epigenetics, and the cell
reprogramming outcome on the CBC array (Figure 1c). By

Figure 1. Predictive biophysical cue mapping and assessment approach for direct cell reprogramming using combinatorial nanoarrays. (a)
Biophysical cue-induced cell reprogramming on hierarchical nanopatterns (a1) through epigenetic modulation (a2) and its applications for
direct neuronal reprogramming of somatic cells (a3). The hierarchical nanopattern was identified by biophysical cue screening. (b) The
generation of large-scale CBC array using a DIL approach and its application for systematic biophysical cue mapping applications. The
middle panel is a representative collection of 9 AFM images (sizes of 50 μm × 40 μm) out of many micro/nano structures (up to millions)
from one CBC array. (c) Applications of the CBC array-based cell screening for investigating nanopattern-mediated epigenetic modifications
(c1) and identifying unconventional cues (e.g., hierarchical nanopatterns) for cell reprogramming (e.g., transdifferentiation of fibroblasts
into neurons, c2). Scale bars: 4 and 50 μm for the AFM (image on the left) and fluorescent images (on the right), respectively.
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developing DIL and generating the CBC array-based cellular
mapping platform, we aim to provide a promising alternative
for current methods to systematically investigate biophysical
cue-based direct cell reprogramming and advance material-
mediated tissue engineering.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Combinatorial Biophysical Cue Array Generated by
Dynamic Interference Lithography. First, we developed a
DIL method to generate the CBC arrays (Figure 2). Laser
interference lithography (LIL), a mask-free patterning
technique, has been previously applied to fabricate periodic
nanostructures in a large area with high precision.25−27 LIL is
based on Thomas Young’s interference phenomenon, where
the interference between two laser beams can lead to the
formation of periodic standing wave patterns at their
intersections.28 Periodic nanostructures then can be created
by exposing a photoresist layer to the standing wave, which can
be described by Λ = λ/(sin η0 + sin η′), where Λ is the period
of nanostructures, λ is the wavelength of laser, and η0 and η′
are the angles between the normal to the exposed surface of
beams 1 and 2, respectively. In Lloyd’s mirror-based
interferometer’s standard setup, the interference field is static
(η0 and η′ are equal and kept constant). As a result,

homogeneous photoresist nanostructures with fixed sizes and
shapes are typically formed using conventional LIL (Figure
S2).
We hypothesized that a nonperiodic combinatorial nano-

array with multistructural features could be fabricated by
transforming one of the two beams into an infinite series of
beams with various angles, leading to constant changes of η′
and a dynamic progression of the interference patterns in a
DIL setup (Figure 2a). First, we confirmed our hypothesis
through optical simulation by identifying a convex-shaped
Lloyd’s mirror, which creates a series of spatially transformed
laser beams with varying angles to the normal of the exposed
surface (η’) (Figure S3). Next, we validated the formation of
the CBC array by building up an interferometer from an
aluminum-coated convex mirror that reflects UV light (λ = 325
nm) following the optical simulation and confirmed that this
range of topography did not induce significant variations in cell
migration or proliferation within 1 day (Figures S4−S7). In
nature, ECM (e.g., collagen fibrils) primarily exist in a fibrous
shape with diameters ranging from subhundred nanometers to
tens of microns (Figure S1).29−31 While there have been prior
attempts to generate a collection of topographies, limited
success has been achieved to generate a diverse array of
structures precisely.16,26,32−36 In contrast, using DIL, a library

Figure 2. Combinatorial biophysical cue array generated by DIL. (a, b) Schematic diagrams showing the working principle (a1) and resulting
combinatorial biophysical cue nanoarrays (a2) of DIL. (b) A representative collection of optical, SEM, HIM images (shown in b1) and AFM
images (shown in b2) on different regions of the 1D line-shaped CBC arrays generated from a single laser exposure process. Graph on the
bottom left is calculated from the AFM images. The x-axis indicates the distance from the boundary with largest line diameters to the
nanostructure measured with the line widths or fibril diameters (y-axis). Inset SEM images indicate the general size range on the CBC array.
(c) AFM images on representative regions of the more complex CBC arrays generated from double laser exposure processes. These images
collectively show the diverse biophysical cues including varying dimensions, shapes, angles, and compositions of the patterns. Scale bars are
identical across different images within image sets of b2 and c1. (d) Chemical structures of different photo-cross-linkable polymers/
monomers [phenolic resin, polethylene glycol diacrylate (PEG-DA), and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, formed by molding on top of
patterned phenolic resin)] for the generation of CBC arrays with varying compositions.
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of fiber-shaped structures spanning a wide range of sizes of
natural ECM fibrils (from sub-100 nm to tens of microns) was
produced based on characterizations of the scanning electron
microscope (SEM) and atomic force microscope (AFM)
characterizations (Figure 2b,c). In this way, we successfully
validated that DIL is a reliable method to create a CBC array
composed of 1D nanostructures spanning a wide range of
biologically relevant sizes that are ideal for biophysical cue
mapping and screening.

As the CBC array can provide many (thousands of) different
nanostructures for cell studies, the characterization of the
entire library and the correlation of individual nanostructures
with cell behaviors becomes very challenging. We hypothesized
that in our libraries, sizes (v) of varying nanostructures could
be programmed and “indexed” through their positions, based
on a calculation on the optical pathways, which indicates a
nonlinear exponential decrease alongside the increased
distance (x) (Figure 2b). This is also verified based on a

Figure 3. Assessing biophysical cue-induced cell reprogramming using CBC array-based high-throughput screening. (a, b) Schematic
diagrams showing the processes of direct cell reprogramming (a) and CBC array-based high-throughput screening (b) for identifying
optimal biophysical cues for direct neuronal reprogramming. (c) Indexable CBC array-based biophysical cue mapping and assessment of
direct neuronal reprogramming from human fibroblasts. A hierarchical nanopattern with major and minor axis dimensions around 5000 and
500 nm [denoted as index(5000, 500), colored in blue] was identified for promoting the most efficient neuronal reprogramming. (d)
Biophysical cue-based neuronal reprogramming map derived from the CBC array-based high-throughput results. (e) The scaled-up synthesis
of the identified hierarchical nanopattern [index(5000, 500), scheme on the left] by developing a hierarchical nanolithography technique,
which is confirmed by AFM (image on the right). (f) The scaled-up nanopattern induces the most efficient direct neuronal reprogramming
based on immunostaining and qRT-PCR analysis. Scale bars in (f) 50 μm. (e, f) n = 3 biological replicates, *P < 0.05 by one-way ANOVA
with Tukey posthoc analysis.
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high fitting coefficient in a simulated exponential function [v =
1.5 × exp(−x/274) + 2.8; units: nm for v and μm for x, R2 of
0.99] for a series of data points described by sizes (v) of
nanostructures and their locations (x defined as the distance to
where the largest nanotopography feature starts), measured by
nanoscale (AFM) and microscale (optical microscope)
characterizations, respectively (Figure 2b,c). As cells on the
library-based assays can also be identified based on the location
(x), the properties (e.g., sizes) of individual ECM nanostruc-
tures could be correlated with cell behaviors at the specific
location. Therefore, each nanostructure can be tracked and
indexed by exponential functions for the precise, detailed, and
systematic investigation of biophysical cues.
Furthermore, we sought to generate combinatorial libraries

containing ECM arrays at higher complexities. In nature,
ECMs can exist at higher complexities in addition to fiber-
shaped 1D nanostructures.29 For example, after CNS injuries
(e.g., spinal cord injury), fibrous ECM can entangle each other
and form grid-like patterns (Figure S1). Besides, these fibrous
structures often exist at various alignment angles, from parallel
to vertical to less ordered forms. Likewise, complex hierarchical
ECMs can be created by the growth of nanoscale ECM on
microscale fibers. The ability to recreate these diverse and
complex ECM structures would allow the systematic
investigation of cell−ECM interactions.30,31 As such, we
applied DIL to create libraries that include various complex
ECM structures (Figure 2c). A single library that covers
thousands of ECM structures, of both fibrous and grid shapes,
at the nanoscale, microscale, and multiscale (hierarchical
structure) can thus be created by two-step DIL with a single
rotation in between, as confirmed by optical microscope, AFM
and SEM (Figures S8 and S9). In addition, to mimic the
different alignment angles in entangled ECM, libraries with
120° angles were synthesized as a proof-of-concept, using the
two-step DIL with the same rotation angles. Besides, we can
also rotate and expose the photoresist-coated substrates
following an initial DIL step to generate a collection of
hierarchical structures with anisotropic structural changes. In
addition to structural complexities, natural ECM also spans a
wide range of compositions that further lead to different
mechanical properties. Therefore, we also created libraries with
different compositions (Figures 2d and S9). However, the
current study will solely focus on the cell-ECM interactions
mediated by topographical cues alone, which plays a
fundamental role in regulating cell behaviors but have not
been well understood so far. In short, a versatile DIL-based
nanofabrication approach was demonstrated for creating
combinatorial ECM libraries spanning a wide range of
structural features with structural complexities at different
levels.
Assessing Biophysical Cue-Induced Cell Reprogram-

ming Using CBC Array-Based High-Throughput Screen-
ing. We next investigated biophysical cue-mediated neuronal
reprogramming of somatic cells on the CBC array generated by
DIL. There has been a surge of interest in the direct neuronal
reprogramming of somatic cells (e.g., fibroblasts) for clinical
applications (Figure 3a).37,38 However, the low efficiency of
converting somatic cells into mature neurons, which originates
from the intrinsic epigenetic barriers, remains a critical hurdle
for their applications in disease modeling and tissue engineer-
ing.39,40 Although several reported biophysical cues, including
substrate nanotopographies, have demonstrated effects on
neuronal reprogramming, a more systematic screening of

varying ECM structures would be beneficial to advance
biomaterial design in neuronal reprogramming.41−43

To this end, we first generated a neuronal reprogramming
map of human fibroblasts under varying types of biophysical
cues using our CBC array-based mapping method (Figure
3b,c). To do so, human fibroblasts were seeded to the CBC
array followed by 3 weeks’ culture in media containing
minimum essential soluble factors (ISX-9, valproic acid, and
CHIR9902). Afterward, cells were fixed, and their expression
of early (TuJ1) and mature (MAP2) neuronal markers were
visualized by immunofluorescent staining. From the large-scale
(1 cm × 1 cm) immunostaining image of cells on the CBC
array, we could identify areas where cells show the brightest
immunofluorescence of neuronal markers and then index the
ECM structure of identified area based on their location using
the exponential functions generated in the DIL study. In this
case, cells in the location with estimated ECM structure 5000
nm feature in the x-axis, and 500 nm feature in the y axis, or
expressed as index(5000, 500), showed the highest expression
of early neuronal marker (TuJ1). Please note that this ECM
structure can be directly compared to thousands of other
microscale and nanoscale topographies with varying shapes
(lines and grids) coexistent in a single CBC array, and thus our
CBC array-based cell screening represents a highly compre-
hensive and less biased screening process.
Additionally, to validate our finding of index(5000, 500) as

an effective inducer of neuronal reprogramming, we developed
methods to scale up the synthesis of the index(5000, 500)
structure in the form of a large-scale homogeneous array.
Although several methods have been established for generating
micro/nanohybrid topographies, it remains an ongoing
challenge to fabricate large-scale (e.g., centimeter scale)
homogeneous arrays of hierarchical structures in a program-
mable and high-throughput manner.44 We established
hierarchical nanolithography by integrating a vertically aligned,
microscale mask-based optical confinement system into the
standard LIL setup (Figure 3d,e). By establishing this
sophisticated system, we hypothesized that microscale features
of the hierarchical structures could be controlled by vertically
aligned microscale masks, whereas nanoscale features could be
defined by the interference patterns just like a regular LIL
method (Figure S10). Our hypothesis is confirmed by
successfully generating our target index(5000, 500) structures
using a line array photomask with 5 μm line features vertically
placed on top of the photoresist-coated substrate followed by
He−Cd laser exposure in the presence of Llyod interferometer.
Following etching and cleaning, an array of hierarchical
structures appears, as characterized by SEM and AFM (Figure
3e). The entire process can be achieved within a few minutes,
and the generated substrate can be as large as 1 cm × 1 cm.
Control nanoarrays could also be fabricated using a similar
strategy, and we repeated direct cell reprogramming assay on
these homogeneous arrays of index(5000, 500) as well as
control conditions (Figure S11). Expression of neuronal
mRNAs at day 7 was further quantified for each condition
using quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qRT-
PCR). From the qRT-PCR assay, we verified our finding in the
CBC array-based cell screening by identifying ECM (5000,
500) as the substrate condition that induces the most
significant expression of TuJ1 mRNAs from fibroblasts.
Moreover, we repeated the neuronal reprogramming experi-
ments on index(5000, 500) and control substrates but
characterized cells using immunofluorescent staining on a
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mature neuronal marker (MAP2) or subtype neuronal markers
(dopaminergic: TH1; excitatory: vGlut2; inhibitory: GABA)
and reproduced results in the gene analysis study, thereby
providing more robust evidence to support our finding in the
CBC array-based cell screening (Figures S11 and S12).
Notably, MAP2 positive cells differentiated from fibroblasts
show clear neuron-like morphology, and they could be derived
within several days without requiring any viral vectors or
complex growth factor cocktails, which is much preferred for
timely treatments of diseases (Figure 3f).45

Demonstrating Rapid/Direct Cell Reprogramming via
Cooperative Epigenetic Modulation. We were curious

about how the identified ECM structure with a hierarchical
nanotopography induces the most efficient neuronal reprog-
ramming. Hierarchical structures are widely found in natural
ECMs and known to affect cell differentiation; however, the
systematic investigation of their effects on stem cell fate control
and direct cell reprogramming has been less explored.46−48

Our ability to precisely generate such hierarchical nanopatterns
allows us to investigate the biophysical signaling associated
with their effects on neuronal reprogramming. Previous
literature has shown that biophysical cue-facilitated direct cell
reprogramming can be achieved by altering the nuclear shape
and chromatin structures or modulating transcription factor-

Figure 4. Demonstrating rapid cellular reprogramming via cooperative epigenetic modulation. (a, b) Proposed mechanism on the enhanced
direct neuronal reprogramming on hierarchical nanopattern (a) as compared to control micro/nano patterns (b). The microline structures
facilitate the alignment of cytoskeletal filaments, and nanosized features enhance the focal adhesion and tension in the aligned fibers to
synergistically induce chromatin opening and overcome the epigenetic barrier in cellular reprogramming. (c, d) Immunostaining (c) and the
quantification (d) on the cytoskeletal structure and chromatin opening status (H3K4me3) of fibroblasts reveal a higher number of aligned
actin filaments and a stronger epigenetic modification to the DNA packaging protein Histone H3 in the hierarchical biophysical cue array
compared to the control structures, which results in higher neuronal reprogramming efficiency. n = 3 biological replicates, *P < 0.05 by one-
way ANOVA with Tukey posthoc analysis. (e) An immunostaining image illustrating the rapid and efficient neuronal reprogramming of
fibroblast after the addition of epigenetic modulator (BET-i) on a control substrate.
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translocation across nuclear pores (e.g., the YAP/TAZ
pathway).49 As such, we hypothesized that our hierarchical
nanopatterns could enhance direct cell reprogramming
primarily through the first mechanism, as inspired by previous
studies showing that microline-patterned substrates can
accelerate the reprogramming of fibroblasts into human
induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) through enhanced
nuclear polarization and epigenetic modulation (Figure
4a,b).50,51 More specifically, our identified hierarchical nano-
pattern comprises a microscale line structure (around 5000 nm
in diameter) on its major axis and a nanoscale grid structure
(500 nm) on top of the microlines on the minor axis.
Therefore, we further hypothesized that the microline-shaped
major axis could align cytoskeletal fibers (visualized by actin
staining), polarize the nucleus, and open specific chromatin
regions for transcriptional regulation. In parallel, nanogrids on
top of the microlines, which have sizes (around 500 nm)
similar to integrin clusters, could facilitate focal adhesion
formation and increase the tension in the aligned cytoskeletal
fibers, leading to amplification of the alignment forces induced
by the microlines.9,52 Altogether, the multiscale hierarchical
nanopatterns could synergize its effects on chromatin opening
and overcome the epigenetic barriers during the direct
neuronal reprogramming processes (Figure 4a). Our hypoth-
esis was directly supported by observing a significantly higher
(over two-fold) density of aligned actin fibers within the
fibroblasts cultured on the experimental condition [index
(5000, 500)], as compared to the control substrates [line ECM
structures: index(5000, 0); grid ECM structures: index(500,
500); and PR-coated glass substrates] [Figures 4c,d and S12].
In addition, the better-aligned cytoskeleton of fibroblasts in our
experimental condition was also correlated to an increased
expression of H3K4me3, a representative epigenetic mod-
ification indicating the opening of chromatin (Figure 4c,d).53

To further support this, we also added a soluble form of
epigenetic modulator [bromodomain extra-terminal inhibitor
(BET-i)] to fibroblasts cultured on control substrates (glass),
and a significantly enhanced conversion of fibroblasts into
neurons within 7 days following the addition of BET-I verified
the importance of epigenetic modulation for cell reprogram-
ming (Figure 4e).53,54 While further genomic and tran-
scriptomic studies would be helpful to fully elucidate the
mechanism of enhanced conversion, our CBC array-based
mapping platform and assessment approaches showed
excellent potential for predicting and investigating biophysical
cues at higher complexities in the direct cell reprogramming.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, our work demonstrated a predictive mapping
platform to investigate biophysical cues by developing a
nanofabrication approach that generates combinatorial bio-
physical cue arrays at various complexities. Through this, we
identified a hierarchical nanotopography for inducing efficient
direct cell reprogramming via cytoskeletal remodeling and
chromatin opening. Specifically, we presented a way to
fabricate combinatorial nanoarrays. Several recent studies
have synthesized combinatorial micro/nanostructures for cell
applications.16,33,36 Our approach allows many complex
structures spanning tens of nanometers to tens of microns to
be formed in a precise and indexable manner. The nano-
fabrication (DIL) was achieved by spatially transforming static
interference fields into a series of dynamically changing
interference events. The interferometric nature of our

nanofabrication method for synthesizing combinatorial nano-
arrays allows incorporating different light-sensitive materials
(e.g., hydrogels) and topographies for versatile biological
screening applications in the future. Indeed, the combinatorial
nanoarray can be applied to investigate the design and
understanding of various material properties (e.g., optical,
mechanical, and magnetic) and functions. Next, a predictive
cell mapping platform to systematically investigate cell−ECM
interactions was developed. Utilizing the CBC array, we further
established a platform to explore a broad spectrum of complex
material structures that commonly exist in natural ECMs. Our
method to generate semiquantitative maps on the CBC array
may facilitate the systematic design of biomaterial micro/nano
topographies for direct cell reprogramming. Lastly, our results
highlight the importance of considering complex ECM
structures in biomaterial design for cell culture and tissue
engineering. Specifically, a hierarchical nanopattern screened
by our cell mapping platform enhanced the conversion of
fibroblasts into mature neurons. Mechanistically, multiscale
topographies in the hierarchical nanopattern had cooperative
functions in regulating nuclear polarization and epigenetic
modulation through cytoskeletal remodeling. Incorporating
this multiscale structural design principle and combining it
with advanced spatial omics approaches (e.g., spatial tran-
scriptomics) would be important for future development of
biomaterials with higher structural complexities and provide an
alternative strategy to improve the efficiency of current
biomaterials for cell reprogramming and tissue engineering.
Moving forward, it would be crucial to understand the scale of
forces involved in the reprogramming of fibroblast on the CBC
array. Despite current methods for measuring the mechanical
forces generated by cells, such as fluorescent tension probe,
AFM, and micropillar-based methods, it remains a challenge to
apply current methods for monitoring forces involved in
thousands of different cell−topography interactions on a large
substrate. Also, more detailed characterization and screening of
subtype neurons under various array variables, including
composition and stiffness of the CBC array (Figures S13 and
14), would highlight the critical role of biophysical cues in
regulating diverse neuronal differentiation and reprogramming
pathways.

METHODS
Fabrication of Combinatorial Nanoarray Using DIL with

Curved Interferometer. A glass slide with 0.5 mm thickness and an
active patterning area of 1 × 1 cm2 was sequentially sonicated in 1%
Triton X-100 [4-(C8H17)C6H4OCH2CH2·nOH), n ∼ 10, Sigma-
Aldrich], ethanol (95%), and deionized water 20 min, each for
cleaning followed drying using N2 gas.

1 Afterward, the substrate was
functionalized with (CH3)3SiNHSi(CH3)3 [hexamethyldisilazane
(HMDS), Sigma-Aldrich] via a vapor phase deposition method in a
vacuum chamber and then spin-coated (Laurell Technologies, USA)
AZ2020 [or AZ1505 when making dot arrays, or polyethylene glycol
diacrylate (PEG-DA, molecular weights of 1000, 700, and 500 when
making array with stiffnesses of 25 kPa, 332 kPa, and 2 MPa)] a UV-
cross-linkable photoresist (PR) after 1:0.8 dilution with an AZ EBR
solvent (Microchemicals, Germany). After soft baking at 120 °C for
the 60 s (PEG-DA does not require baking processes), the PR-coated
glass was exposed to interferometry coupled with a UV laser (He−Cd
325 nm laser, KIMMON KOHA Laser Systems, Japan) at the
wavelength of 325 nm and a power density of 0.8 mW/cm2. The
generation of differentially structured combinatorial nanoarrays is
achieved by modulating the parameters of unsymmetrical (convex-
shaped) Lloyd’s mirror interferometer (focal length of 15 mm) guided
by our optical simulations. Line-shaped combinatorial nanoarrays are
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formed via a single exposure, while the grid or dot-shaped
combinatorial nanoarrays are formed through two exposure events.
The angles in the grid-shaped combinatorial nanoarrays can be
controlled by the rotation angle between two exposure events, which
is 90° if not mentioned and 120° when the 120° grid pattern is
desired. As controls, regular Lloyd’s mirror (flat shaped) was
integrated into the interferometer to create homogeneous PR patterns
with single topographies. After the exposure, PR-coated substrates
were baked at 120 °C for 1 min (positive PR of AZ1505 does not
require a postbaking step) and then etched by the developer solvent.
Typically, a hologram appears when the uncross-linked PR is removed
by the developer (the PEG-DA array does not require the developing
step).
Characterization of Combinatorial Nanoarrays. To character-

ize combinatorial nanoarrays at different scales, we performed optical
(phase image collected by a T2500 inverted fluorescence micro-
scope), field-emission scanning electron microscope (Zeiss 982, 20
kV), helium-ion microscopy (HIM, Carl Zeiss, Orion Plus) and AFM
(Park Systems, NX10 series) on the combinatorial nanoarrays. In the
AFM experiment, tapping mode was used and XYZ positioning is
controlled by piezoelectric scanners.
Cell Culture. BJ or human dermal fibroblast cell line was

purchased from ATCC and harvested from the foreskin of a newborn
male human. Passages 4−7 were used throughout the experiments.
20% FBS with DMEM as the basal media was used to maintain and
expand the cell line. We formulated the neuronal reprogramming
media as follows: B27, N2, Glutamax, bFGF (100 ng/mL), ISX9 (20
μM), Forskolin (100 μM), Chir99021 (20 μM), and dCAMP (100
ng/mL) with basal media composed of neurobasal and DMEM/F12
media at a 1:1 ratio, which is adapted from a small molecule-based
transdifferentiation protocol of murine fibroblasts but without
epigenetic modulators.2 Prior to the neuronal reprogramming,
substrates containing combinatorial nanoarrays and other structures
were coated with Matrigel (Corning) 1:200 dilution.
Antibodies and Immunostaining (Table S1). We conducted

immunocytochemistry to study topography-regulated cell behaviors
after fixation on the combinatorial nanoarrays. All fluorescence images
were obtained using a Nikon T2500 inverted fluorescence micro-
scope. The nucleus was stained with DAPI (1:500 dilution, Life
Technologies) for 30 min and then washed with PBS three times.
Cells were permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS for 10 min,
and nonspecific binding was blocked with 5% normal goat serum
(NGS, Life Technologies) in DPBS for 1 h at room temperature. In
the differentiation and axonal growth assay, cells were stained with
neuronal markers TuJ1 and MAP2 using the mouse monoclonal
antibody against TuJ1 (1:200 dilution, Biolegend) and MAP2 (1:300
dilution, Cell Signaling). After incubating overnight at 4 °C in a
solution of these antibodies in PBS containing 10% NGS, and washing
three times with PBS, the samples were incubated for 1 h at room
temperature in a solution of antimouse secondary antibody labeled
with Alexa Flour 568 (1:100, Life Technologies) in PBS containing
10% NGS and washed with DPBS three times thereafter. In the
adhesion assay, cells were stained with TRITC-labeled Phalloidin
(1:100 dilution, ThermoFisher) and DAPI (1:500 dilution, Life
Technologies) for 1 h, followed by DPBS washing.
Fabrication of Hierarchical Structures Using Photomask-LIL

Combined Hierarchical Lithography (Hierarchical Nanolithog-
raphy, Table S3). Glass substrates were cleaned and coated with
AZ2020 PR using identical procedures followed by soft baking at 120
°C for 60 s. After placing the PR-coated substrates onto the sample
holder vertical to the regularly shaped (flat) Lloyd’s mirror, a chrome
mask with designated line shapes was fixed on top of the substrates via
vacuum forces. The direction of line masks was adjusted to be vertical
to the interferometric events. Afterward, the PR underwent the LIL
procedure via a 20 s exposure followed by postbaking and developing.
Statistical Analysis. Data are presented as mean ± standard

deviation of the mean unless indicated otherwise. One-way ANOVA
with Tukey posthoc analysis was used for all the multigroup
comparisons. Sample number was labeled in the figure caption of
each figure. When the sample number was over 10, individual data

points were plotted in the bar graphs. Graphs plotting and statistical
analysis were performed using OriginLab or Excel.
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